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Gold nanoparticles stabilized by meso-5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2-thienyl)porphyrin (2T) via physisorption (2T-AuNP) were synthesized, and the electronic transport of assemblies of these films was studied. The adsorption mechanism of 2T on gold nanoparticles was examined using UV-vis-NIR, IR, Raman, and 1H-NMR spectroscopy, which showed no evidence of any covalent bonding between 2T and the gold nanoparticles. In temperature-dependent resistivity measurements, a crossover from thermally assisted hopping to Efros-Shklovskii-type variable-range hopping (ES-VRH) was observed around 50 K on decreasing the temperature. At higher temperatures, the 2T-AuNP assembly structure followed an Arrhenius plot ($E_A=15$ meV) with ohmic $I-V$ characteristics at each measurement point. On the other hand, the activation energy at lower temperatures decreased nonlinearly in a $T^{-1}$ plot, and the logarithm of the resistance obeyed a $T^{-1/2}$ law, corresponding to an ES-VRH mechanism, which is predicted for disordered materials as a variable-range hopping mechanism influenced by strong Coulomb interactions. ES-VRH behavior has been observed previously in saturated molecule/gold nanoparticle assemblies and was confirmed in our 2T-AuNP assembly. Electronically active conjugated molecules were successfully incorporated between the nanoparticles, keeping the electronic structure of the gold nanoparticle and 2T moieties isolated from each other.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gold nanoparticle assemblies have attracted much attention because they are predicted to act as building blocks for new electronic devices. A number of studies have been carried out to connect gold nanoparticles with organic molecules, and the electron transport properties of the resulting network structures have been evaluated. For example, gold nanoparticle saturated alkane assemblies show metal-insulator transitions, depending on the strength of the inter-nanoparticle coupling, which is regulated by the internanoparticle separation distance.1 Normal and inverse photoconductivity has been observed by irradiation using visible light close to the surface-plasmon resonance of the gold nanoparticles.2 Spin-polarized molecular wires connecting the gold nanoparticles showed negative magnetoresistance behavior.3 The electron transport properties of the assembled gold nanoparticles are strongly dependent on the assembly structure, as well as on the organic molecules connecting the nanoparticles. A wide range of conduction models has been proposed so far.

Protecting ligands, such as sulfur, phosphine, citrate, amine, carboxylate, and isocyanide groups have been used to stabilize the gold nanoparticles. Among these, sulfur-stabilized gold nanoparticles have been widely applied, because they allow for the facile synthesis of thermally stable particles with a narrow size dispersion, and the incorporation of a conjugated molecule is possible by utilizing the strong covalent bonds between the Au and S atoms.4 Investigations into the electron transport properties of gold nanoparticle assemblies have been mainly carried out on Au-S-stabilized nanoparticles. For example, Torma et al.5 have reported on the influence of chemical bonds on the activation energy using covalent or noncovalently linked gold nanoparticle assemblies employing saturated alkyl dithiolate or thiolate ligands, respectively. For noncovalently linked nanoparticles, the activation energy shows a linear relationship with internanoparticle distance, with a minor dependence on the chemical structure of the linker molecules. On the other hand, covalently linked nanoparticles show a nonlinear relationship with the internanoparticle distance. The latter results suggest that the molecular orbitals of the linking molecules play an important role in the electron transport properties of the gold nanoparticle assemblies. Wessels et al.6 have studied the conductivity of gold nanoparticle assemblies from the viewpoint of the conjugation strength of the molecules. They found that the conductivity exhibited an exponential decay versus the number of nonconjugated bonds in the linker molecule, suggesting that these molecules can be viewed as being serial connections of electrically insulating (nonconjugated) and conductive (conjugated) parts.

Selection of the binding groups connecting the molecules to the nanoparticle is also important for the electron transport. Chen et al.7 reported on the effect of the binding group on the single-molecule conductivity on an Au(111) surface using an Au scanning tunnel microscope tip. They found that the contact resistance, representing the strength of the electronic coupling between the molecules and the electrode, was very sensitive to the binding group, which decreased in the order: thiol (−SH) > amine (−NH2) > carboxylic acid (−COOH), although the tunneling decay constant representing the efficiency of the electron transport was not dependent on the binding group.

In general, if a strong electronic coupling between a molecule and an electrode is realized, as in the case of Au-S bonds having a large polarization field at the metal-molecule
interface, then the energy levels in the molecule broaden and the intrinsic electronic structure becomes ambiguous.8 If a molecule is adsorbed on a metal’s surface with weak physiosorption rather than strong chemisorption, the tunneling of electrons between the nanoparticles should be dominated by the intrinsic electronic structure of the molecule.

An assembly of gold nanoparticles protected by an electronically active conjugated molecule coupled with noncovalent bonding is an ideal system to study the effect of molecular structure and the frontier orbitals on the single electron conduction between gold nanoparticles, because it avoids a contribution from the binding groups, and reflects the contribution of the intrinsic electronic structure of the molecules and gold nanoparticles on the electron transport properties.

In this work, we have synthesized gold nanoparticles protected by a porphyrin derivative coupled via physisorption. meso-5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2-thienyl)porphyrin (2T) was selected for this purpose, because of its electronically active conjugated system, as well as its planar and robust structure. Gold nanoparticles protected by 2T (2T-AuNP) were assembled and the temperature-dependent electron transport properties were investigated. The 2T-AuNP assembly films showed a crossover around 50 K occurred from an Arrhenius-type thermally assisted hopping mechanism to an Efros-Shklovskii-type variable-range hopping (ES-VRH) mechanism with a strong Coulomb interaction regime.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Synthesis of 2T-AuNP

The meso-5,10,15,20-tetrakis(2-thienyl)porphyrin used was synthesized using a method described in the literature.9 Preparation of the gold nanoparticles protected by 2T was carried out in a two-phase system, as described by Brust et al.4 A volume of 70 ml of an aqueous solution of HAuCl4 3H2O (252 mg, 0.64 mmol) was mixed with 210 ml of a toluene solution of tetracylammonium bromide (TOAB). The two phases were stirred until all the tetrachloroaurate had transferred into the toluene phase. Then, 105 ml of a toluene solution of 2T (98 mg, 0.15 mmol) was added, and the mixture was stirred for a period of 15 min. Finally, 10 ml of an aqueous solution of NaBH4 (105 mg, 2.77 mmol) was added slowly. After stirring for a further 20 min, the toluene phase was separated and concentrated. Ethanol was then added, and the resulting precipitate was washed with ethanol and toluene to obtain gold nanoparticles protected by 2T (2T-AuNP).

Elemental analysis of the 2T-AuNP showed C:H:N:S = 6.08%:0.72%:1.05%:0.54%, which corresponded to a ratio of 2T:gold atoms of 1:33. The cross-sectional area of 2T for the flat and edge-on configurations was estimated from the molecular model compiled by the MERCURY and IMAGEJ (Ref. 10) [Fig. S1 (Ref. 11)]. Geometry optimization of 2T was carried out using density-functional theory calculations employing the B3LYP model with a 6-31G(d) basis set performed using the GAUSSIAN 03 software package.12

B. Characterization of 2T-AuNP

The average diameter of the gold nanoparticles was examined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) in solution [see Fig. S2 (Ref. 11)]. TEM measurements were carried out using a Hitachi HD-2000 TEM employing an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. Samples for the TEM measurements were prepared on a carbon-coated Cu grid (Okenshoj Co. Ltd., Japan) by drop casting a toluene solution of the 2T-AuNP suspension, and then allowing the toluene to evaporate. The results were in good agreement with the SAXS data. The SAXS data were measured using a Rigaku Nanoviewer IP diffractometer employing Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) and a graphite monochromator (40 kV, 30 mA). A N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solution of the gold nanoparticles was measured in the transmittance SAXS mode and the scattering profile was analyzed using the Rigaku GXRR software package. An average diameter of the 2T-AuNPs of 4.0 nm and a normalized variance of 10.3% were obtained using the least-squares method over a scanning range of 0.5 to 4.0° using a structural factor of unity [Fig. S3 (Ref. 11)].

UV-vis-NIR, IR, and Raman spectroscopy data were obtained using a Perkin-Elmer Lambda-19 spectrophotometer, a Thermo scientific Nicolet 6700 spectrometer, and a Jasco RMP-210S microscope with an Ar-laser excitation source at 532 nm, respectively. The synthesized 2T-AuNP samples were measured in a DMF solution to obtain the UV-vis-NIR data and KBr pellets for the IR and Raman data, respectively. The UV-vis-NIR data of the assembly films were measured on SiO2 substrates. The IR spectra consisted of 64 accumulations with a resolution of 4 cm−1 using a mercury cadmium telluride detector.

C. Fabrication and transport properties of the 2T-AuNP assemblies

SiO2 substrates (VIOSIL, KEN-SX) with a flatness of <0.2 nm per 1 μm² were obtained from Shin-Etsu Chemical Co. Ltd., Japan. Gold electrodes with a thickness and a gap of 50 nm and 30 μm, respectively, and a width of 9 mm were deposited onto SiO2 substrates using vacuum evaporation. The SiO2 substrates coated with the gold electrodes were placed in a glass vial containing 50 ml of a colloidal DMF solution of 2T-AuNP (0.01 mg/ml). The solvent was evaporated at 40 °C in a vacuum to fabricate the 2T-AuNP assembly films. Electrical contacts were formed using carbon paste and were used to attach 25 μm φ gold wires. Temperature-dependent dc resistance and current-voltage (I-V) characteristics were measured using a homemade cryostat with a temperature control system over the range 300–4.2 K. The current was monitored using a Keithley 6517 electrometer with a constant bias voltage in the range −5 to +5 V. Measurements were carried out on at least five samples to confirm the reproducibility. The relative dielectric constant of 2T was measured using a two-probe ac impedance method at frequencies in the range 100–1 000 000 Hz (HP 4194A) at room temperature. The electrical contacts were prepared using gold paste (No. 8560, Tokuriki Chemical Research Co. Ltd., Japan) to attach 10 μm φ gold wires to the 2T pellet. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were obtained using a Seiko SPA 400 with an SPI 3800 probe station operating in the dynamic force mode. Commer-
A 4 nm diameter spherical gold nanoparticle contains approximately 1750 gold atoms\(^{13}\) and has a surface area of approximately 50 nm\(^2\). From elemental analysis, a single gold nanoparticle should adsorb approximately 50 molecules of 2T (ratio of 2T:gold atoms=1:33). The cross-sectional area of a 2T molecule that can be adsorbed on a 4 nm gold nanoparticle was estimated to be 1.73 nm\(^2\) and 0.78 nm\(^2\), respectively, for the flat and edge-on configurations [see Fig. S4 (Ref. 11)]. These corresponded to 29 and 64 molecules, respectively. The 50 molecules adsorbed on a 4 nm gold nanoparticle implies that the 2T molecules were adsorbed with a tilted conformation on the gold surface.

B. Adsorption mechanism between 2T and gold nanoparticles

The interaction between gold nanoparticles and 2T on adsorption was examined. The 2T-AuNP exhibited Soret bands in UV-vis-NIR spectrum originating from the 2T [Fig. 1(a)] and plasmon bands of the gold nanoparticles occurring at 426 nm and 539 nm, respectively [Fig. 1(b)]. The Q band, corresponding to the highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital transition of 2T, was not observed due to the strong plasmon band. The 2T Soret band did not change after fabrication of a 2T-AuNP indicating that no distortion of the macrocycle ring (redshift),\(^{14}\) J or H aggregation (redshift or blueshift),\(^{15}\) charge transfer (redshift),\(^{16}\) or protonation (redshift) (Ref. 17) of the 2T occurred on the gold surface. The electronic structure of 2T was maintained on formation of the 2T-AuNP. The plasmon band of the gold nanoparticles did not change up to a period of 4 h [Fig. S5 (Ref. 11)], showing the stability of the 2T-AuNP.\(^{18}\) All the \(^1\)H-NMR peaks of 2T-AuNP were significantly broadened [Fig. S6 (Ref. 11)], indicating that the 2T molecules were closely bound to the gold surface.\(^{19}\)

The adsorption mechanism between the 2T and gold nanoparticles was investigated to ascertain whether it had a covalent or noncovalent nature. Ohta et al.\(^{20}\) reported the possibility of a cleavage of the C-S bond, resulting in an Au-S bond when thiophene is adsorbed on a gold surface. We measured the IR and Raman spectra to confirm the molecular structure of 2T on the gold nanoparticles [see Fig. S7 (Ref. 11)]. The IR spectra showed the C-H stretching mode of thiophene (3098 and 3062 cm\(^{-1}\)) without the alkyl C-H stretching mode of butane thiol (occurring around 2900 cm\(^{-1}\)) expected to be formed by cleavage of the C-S bond of the thiophene ring. Since neither the IR nor the Raman spectra showed any change on adsorption, the adsorption of 2T on the gold nanoparticles was assumed to have a noncovalent bonding nature. Therefore, we propose that the gold nanoparticles can be protected by 2T via physisorption.

C. Fabrication of a 2T-AuNP assembly

Figure 1(c) shows the UV-vis-NIR transmission spectrum of a 2T-AuNP assembly fabricated on an SiO\(_2\) substrate. The Soret and plasmon bands were shifted to the red (from 426 nm and 540 nm to 436 nm and 643 nm, respectively) and were broadened owing to nanoparticle aggregation.\(^{22}\) The IR spectra [Fig. S7 (Ref. 11)] showed C-H stretching mode of thiophene (3098 and 3062 cm\(^{-1}\)) without alkyl C-H stretching mode of TOAB (at around 2900 cm\(^{-1}\)), indicating TOAB molecules did not exist in 2T-AuNP, although Schüffrin et al.\(^{23}\) have pointed out the difficulty of removing TOAB from AuNPs. AFM images of a 2T-AuNP assembly between the electrode gap were obtained after charge transport measurements, as shown in Fig. 2. The gold nanoparticles were confirmed to have a rounded shape and an aggregated structure was formed between electrodes. The observed particle diameter (~100 nm) was significantly larger than the estimated value from the TEM and SAXS measurement because the radius of curvature of the cantilevers (approximately 10 nm) was much larger than the particle size (approximately 4 nm). The height of a single 2T-AuNP assembly was confirmed to be about 5 nm [Fig. S8 (Ref. 11)], suggesting that the particle size was maintained in the 2T-AuNP aggregated structure. The height of the network was greater than 50 nm, the electrode height, indicating that the 2T-AuNP assembly had a three-dimensional structure.

D. Temperature dependence of the charge transport of a 2T-AuNP assembly structure

Figure 3 shows temperature-dependent normalized resistance of an assembly structure of 2T-AuNP. The resistivity showed a semiconducting behavior from room temperature to 50 K and was described by an Arrhenius plot (\(T^{-1}\)) with the activation energy of 15 meV. This magnitude is of the same order as the assemblies reported previously with similar particle diameters.\(^{24}\) Ohmic \(I-V\) characteristics were also confirmed at each measurement point [Fig. S9 (Ref. 11)]. Thermal activated hopping dominated the temperature range between 296 and 50 K. On the other hand, the resistivity below 50 K showed a deviation from the \(T^{-1}\) plot. So far,
semiconducting charge transport behavior in nanoparticle assemblies has been reported to often obey the VRH model,

$$R \propto \exp \left( \frac{T_0}{T} \right)^\gamma,$$  

(1)

where $T_0$ is a constant and the value of $\gamma$ depends on the dimensionality. If strong Coulomb interactions exist, then the system obeys a $\gamma = 1/2$ law, which is independent of the dimensionality, and is known as ES-VRH.\textsuperscript{25,26} The $T^{-1/2}$ plot for a 2T-AuNP assembly is shown in Fig. 3, and indicates a linear relationship existed below 50 K, with a kink in the graph occurring around 10 K.

Below 10 K, the behavior again deviated from the ES-VRH behavior. The $I$-$V$ characteristics were measured at 4.2 K to elucidate the transport mechanism below 10 K. The $I$-$V$ characteristics at 4.2 K showed a threshold behavior (Fig. 4). This behavior can be explained by the model of Middleton and Wingreen (the MW model),\textsuperscript{27} which is based on an electron transfer through the nanoparticle assembly taking into account randomly charged nanoparticles separated by tunnel junctions. The $I$-$V$ characteristics of this model are

$$I \propto (V/V_T - 1)^{\xi},$$  

(2)

where $V_T$ is the Coulomb-blockade threshold voltage and $\xi$ is the dimensionality of the current pathway, which depends on the structure. The values of $\xi = 1$ and $5/3$ were calculated for infinite one-dimensional and two-dimensional arrays, respectively, and numerical studies indicated that $2.2 < \xi < 3.0$ for multilayered arrays.\textsuperscript{28} The model reproduced the $I$-$V$ characteristics at 4.2 K well, indicating that electrons can tunnel through the nanoparticles affected by the Coulomb blockade, although the parameter $\xi$ was substantially larger than the theoretical value.

### E. Electron transport mechanism

The application of the ES-VRH model to granular systems sometimes results in a hopping distance ($r_{\text{hop}}$) with physically unreasonable values, i.e., hundreds of nanometer or larger,\textsuperscript{29} which cannot explain how the Coulomb interactions between the initial and final nanoparticles correlate. To confirm the applicability of the ES-VRH model,\textsuperscript{25} we estimated the values of localization length ($a$) (Refs. 26, 30, and 31) and the $r_{\text{hop}}$ (Refs. 29 and 30) of the conduction electrons from

$$T_0 = \frac{\beta e^2}{4 \pi \varepsilon_{\text{vac}} \varepsilon_0 k_B a},$$  

(3)

$$\kappa = \frac{1}{a},$$  

(4)

$$r_{\text{hop}} = \left( \frac{T_0}{4 \kappa T} \right)^{1/2},$$  

(5)

where $\kappa$ is the tunneling decay constant, $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $e$ is the electron charge, $\varepsilon_0$ is the dielectric constant in a vacuum, and $\varepsilon_r$ is the relative dielectric constant of the surrounding medium. The coefficient $\beta$ depends on the dimensionality (for two dimensions $\sim 6.5$, and for three dimensions $\sim 2.8$).\textsuperscript{32}
We assumed that a three-dimensional current pathway was realized due to the structural features seen in the AFM images (Fig. 2). From Eqs. (1) and (3), we obtained \(a = 1.5 \text{ nm} \) \((T = 50–10 \text{ K})\), \(T_c = 2077 \text{ K}\), and \(e_{J_c} = 15\) obtained from dielectric measurements on 2T. The parameter \(a\) describes the decay length of the electronic wave functions. In nanoparticle arrays, the magnitude of \(a\) is equivalent to the size of each nanoparticle, \(^{27,33}\) and larger values imply stronger coupling of the nanoparticles. \(^{31}\) In the temperature range 50–10 K, the value of \(r_{\text{hop}}\) increased with decreasing temperature, from 2.4 to 5.4 nm. These distances were relatively small and are physically reasonable when compared with those of earlier reports. \(^{29}\) Because the 2T-AuNP assemblies contained nanoparticles with a diameter of approximately 4 nm, the increase in the value of \(r_{\text{hop}}\) from a value of 2.4 nm represents the crossover point of the charge transport mechanism from an Arrhenius-type thermal-activated hopping (i.e., nearest-neighbor hopping) to an ES-VRH-type hopping mechanism around 50 K. The localization length of \(a = 1.5 \text{ nm}\) indicates that a single electron could be localized within a single nanoparticle and that a single gold nanoparticle in a 2T-AuNP assembly could be in the charged state in a single nanoparticle and that a single gold nanoparticle in the 2T-AuNP assembly was electrically isolated from each other, although the gold nanoparticles were surrounded by an electrically active organic molecule. This was due to the weak adsorption of 2T on the gold nanoparticles via physisorption.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

We have synthesized gold nanoparticles with an average diameter of 4.0 nm protected by physisorbed 2T, which were fabricated into an assembly structure of 2T-AuNP. We fabricated assemblies of gold nanoparticles protected by a \(\pi\)-conjugated molecules via noncovalent bonding and measured their electronic transport properties. On lowering the temperature, the temperature-dependent resistivity of a 2T-AuNP assembly structure showed a crossover from an Arrhenius-type thermal-activated hopping to an ES-VRH-type hopping mechanism around 50 K. In addition, a Coulomb blockade influenced the strong Coulomb repulsion between the nanoparticles below 10 K. The existence of a crossover is supported by the hopping distance of 2.4 nm at 50 K, which implies that the hopping distance between nearest-neighbor particles increases to 5.4 nm at 10 K. The localization length of 1.5 nm estimated from the ES-VRH model was smaller than the 2T-AuNP diameter, indicating a weak coupling between NP units and the single-electron charging effect. Below 10 K, the Coulomb-blockade behavior caused a smaller temperature dependence of the resistivity. The appearance of the ES-VRH behavior and the Coulomb-blockade behavior indicated that the 2T and gold nanoparticles in the 2T-AuNP assembly were electrically isolated from each other, although the gold nanoparticles were surrounded by an electrically active organic molecule. This was due to the weak adsorption of 2T on the gold nanoparticles via physisorption.
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